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CComing to moming to my senses : They senses : The

MMaking oaking of a Cf a Counounttererculturculturee

CCookook

by Alice Waters

The owner and executive chef of Chez

Panisse presents the story of her

culinary journey, describing her efforts

to promote distinctive flavors in a time of

uniform convenience foods and

reflecting on the evolution of one of the world's most

influential restaurants.

MMy pany pantrytry

by Alice Waters

An accessible collection of essays and

recipes introduces the James Beard

Award-winning author's philosophies

about making one's own provisions using

seasonal, organic and healthy artisanal

foods.

Chez PChez Panisse fruit [anisse fruit [electrelectroniconic

rresouresourccee]]

by Alice Waters

The owner of Chez Panisse in Berkeley,

California, serves up a wide variety of

luscious recipes featuring apples,

raspberries, strawberries, and many,

many other fruits used in a wide range of

sweet and savory dishes.

Chez PChez Panisse vegetablesanisse vegetables

[[electrelectronic ronic resouresourccee]]

by Alice Waters

Organized alphabetically and containing

world-famous recipes, a cookbook offers

information on how to grow each

vegetable, when it is in season, how to

select the best produce at the market,

how to keep it fresh, and how to cook it to its best

advantage.

The Art oThe Art of Simple Ff Simple Food II :ood II :

RRecipes, Flavorecipes, Flavor, and I, and Inspirnspirationation

frfrom the Nom the New Kitchen Garew Kitchen Garddenen

by Alice Waters

A treasury of 300 seasonal recipes

designed in support of the author's

theories about local, sustainable foods

shares advice on how to select ingredients at perimeter

markets while enabling high-quality results in backyard

and community gardens.

The Art oThe Art of Simple Ff Simple Food : Nood : Noottes,es,

LLessons, and Ressons, and Recipes frecipes from aom a

Delicious RDelicious Revolutionevolution

by Alice Waters

From the renowned culinary innovator

comes an innovative approach to simple

cooking that reveals her emphasis on

selecting seasonal, local, fresh, and

sustainable foods; includes a series of lessons on the

everyday principles and practices of good eating; and is

accompanied by more than two hundred simple recipes

that range from appetizers to desserts.

AlwaAlways home : a days home : a dauughghtter'ser's

rrecipes & storiesecipes & stories

by Fanny Singer

A cookbook and memoir by the daughter

of food activist Alice Waters shares

recipe-complemented vignettes about

the traditions that shaped her

upbringing, her insights into her mother’s

philosophies and her own culinary

coming of age.
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